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Sometimes, when we crack open the Gospels, we find stories of people that are in such a distant                  
land, and lived so long ago, that the meaning of the stories has been obscured through the ages.                  
Sometimes language can’t be perfectly translated, sometimes manuscripts are unclear, and this is             
why Biblical scholars and theologians and pastors train for many years, to delve into the passage                
and extract some of the opaque meaning hidden in the words. Sometimes the Bible can simply be                 
just plain complicated, and so we need a few trained experts. 
 
This is not one of those times. 
 
With one simple tool - not much more complicated than some basic arithmetic - you can discover                 
the depths of this passage of Scripture like the finest Biblical scholar. So get ready to grab your                  
calculators and do a little currency conversion. 
 
This exercise in mathematical prowess begins because Peter wants to know something about             
forgiveness. “Jesus, how much should your followers forgive? Should we forgive people for             
wrongs seven times over?” Not bad, Peter. I have to admit that forgiving someone seven times                
for a repeated offense would seem generous to me. But that’s not enough for Jesus, and he comes                  
back with a pun on Peter’s words - it’s seventy-seven, or seventy times seven! Jesus really just                 
upped the ante. 
 
Really, that many times? But to drive home the hyperbolic point, Jesus follows it up with an                 
absurd parable. 
 
He says that there was a slave who owed his master ten-thousand talents. It’s time to pull that                  
calculator out, because the answer to how much ten-thousand talents really is solves the riddle. A                
single talent is valued at about fifteen years of wages for a day laborer. So multiply that by                  
ten-thousand, and we’re at one-hundred and fifty thousand years worth of labor, which is just               
absurd. So let’s convert that into modern currency instead of time, since we’re all living in the                 
21st century. At minimum wage in the District working 40 hours a week, somebody would make                
twenty-six thousand dollars a year. So multiply that annual wage by one-hundred and fifty              
thousand, and what do you get. Got a number in your head? Ten-thousand talents would be                
roughly equivalent to 3.9 billion dollars. That billion with a “b.” That’s more than the annual                
GDP for the Cayman Islands. 
 



 

It’s a gigantic amount of money, but actually none of that math really matters, because               
ten-thousand is the highest denomination used in accounting during that period. So besides the              
infeasibility of a slave paying off nearly four billion dollars in debt, the amount is simply used to                  
indicate the highest amount of money somebody could imagine. It’s like a kid saying that you                
owe him a zillion dollars. It’s a nonsense idea. It’s unpayable on purpose. 
 
So, perhaps because there’s no other option, and due to the generosity of the master, the debt in                  
Jesus’ story is forgiven. But later that day, this first slave runs into another one who owes him a                   
little money. One hundred denarii - not nothing, but nothing crazy. I’ll save you the math this                 
time. It’s maybe $10,000 in modern American currency. Substantial, but plausible. And the             
second slave pleads for more time, but the first slave threatens him physically, and then throws                
him into a debtors prison where there’s little chance of escaping. He comes across less as a guy                  
who lent a friend some money, and more like a gangster who knows nothing but intimidation and                 
violence to get what he wants. And then, upon hearing of the poor behavior of that first slave, the                   
master is overcome with anger after having shown such generosity, and does much worse to that                
slave. The debt is no longer being forgiven, and now he faces years of imprisonment and torture.                 
All for a petty shake-down. 
 
Jesus indicates that this is a parable about us and about God. God is the one who forgives what                   
can’t be paid back, and so we forgive one another in return, and in fact this is our Christian                   
obligation. We have freely received, and so we freely give. This is a message that is so at the                   
core of what it means to be a follower of Jesus, that we could simply stop here. If there is any                     
hallmark of the Christian faith, it’s extending forgiveness to others. Full Stop. 
 
But I’m fascinated by the scale of forgiveness in the parable. The absurd size of the first debt                  
makes the second debt seem paltry in comparison. The scale is extraordinary! And not only the                
size of the debt, but also the size of the forgiveness, and the forgiver. Look at the bigness of the                    
forgiveness of the master next to the smallness of that of the first slave. The bigness puts that                  
smallness into stark relief. 
 
The ideas of bigness and smallness have come into the English language not only as ways of                 
describing physical things, but also characteristics. We tend not to like the image of smallness               
when it’s applied to a person’s character. Think of the synonyms: petty, narrow, trivial. Not only                
are these undesirable characteristics, but we also tend to use them to be dismissive of somebody                
who’s not worth our time, not worth investing in. We tell our children not to waste their time on                   
small, narrow-minded people. 
 
On the other hand, the character traits that go with bigness are ones that we love and we want to                    
be around. Big-heartedness. Magnanimity. Generosity. These are traits we aspire to, and people             



 

we want to be around. These are the people who seem like they always have more time and                  
attention to give. They’re the people you rely on, dependable and grounded. 
 
And there are even times when that sort of bigness of character, the grand scale of somebody’s                 
forgiveness is stunning. You’ll surely remember that in the summer of 2015, a white supremacist               
shot and killed members of a Bible study in a Black church in Charleston, South Carolina, after                 
having sat through the Bible study. I hope we’ll never forget it. How many of you, though, saw                  
the family members at the court hearing come forward and, only days later, extend forgiveness to                
the shooter even in the midst of his terrible sin and their terrible pain? That’s unquantifiable                
forgiveness, but if we had to put a number on it, it’s definitely ten-thousand talents of                
forgiveness. A zillion dollars. Really unmeasurable. 
 
So here’s my problem. Why is it that, in a world where we have not only received that                  
ten-thousand talent debt relief from God, but also have seen it in the actions of our fellow human                  
beings, is it so difficult to give a fraction of that -100 denarii worth of forgiveness? Why is it so                    
easy to slip into the pattern of that first slave? How is it that in one minute we can receive                    
immeasurable grace from God and from others, and in the next, we find it so difficult to extend? 
 
Why do I fume about something that I’ve lent to a friend that doesn’t get returned? Why do I                   
mutter under my breath about relatives who can be difficult around the holidays? Why do I turn                 
up my nose after somebody’s forgotten to invite me to a party? 
 
When I step back to think about it, aren’t those things awfully small? 
 
Even if we scale it up a bit, it still seems a bit trite. A friend who has betrayed trust. Or                     
something precious being stolen. Next to gigantic-scale, big-hearted forgiveness, it does feel            
small to withhold any forgiveness at all. 
 
To start to answer that question, I want to back up a moment, and take a look at the Scripture                    
again. If we turn back just seven verses, it turns out this parable is only part of a lesson Jesus                    
taught about how to live in community - how to be part of a successful society. In Jesus’ lesson,                   
forgiveness may be at the core, but it’s also part two after something else. 
 
In part one, Jesus instructs his followers with some very practical advice about what to do if                 
somebody sins in the community. Borrowing from other Jewish teachings, he gives his disciples              
three steps. First, confront the person directly. Second, confront them with a friend as a witness.                
And then third, if the others fail, confront them in the whole community in something that’s a bit                  
like a trial. And if these don’t work, that person ought to be placed outside the community until                  
they’re ready to repent and be readmitted. 



 

 
It’s only after these instructions about what to do about sin that Jesus then goes about talking                 
about gigantic, magnanimous forgiveness. In other words, we need to put together two ideas and               
make them into one. Both accountability and forgiveness. 
 
Those together, holding those who sin directly accountable, and also forgiving with ten-thousand             
talent generosity, are what together form justice. Justice is not simply admonishing every wrong              
and making sure every little sin has been made up for. Nor is it rolling over letting others do                   
whatever it is that they want. Accountability and forgiveness go together for the sake of justice,                
and without the other, neither really makes any sense. 
 
The bigness of Jesus’ call to forgiveness lies in the fact that those who are forgiven are also                  
called to account so that they can be made right with others. Earlier, I asked why it was so                   
difficult to extend those more moderately-sized acts of forgiveness - why it was so easy to seem                 
small, and petty, and narrow-minded. Could it be because in those situations, even the smallest               
situations, we have forgotten that we all need to be held accountable, to work towards making                
things right between ourselves? That we need the boldness and kindness to hold others              
accountable, and the humility to receive accountability ourselves? 
 
This is a high calling, to graciously hold each other accountable and be held accountable for our                 
actions. Not to be vindictive, but because we value each other and the life of our communities so                  
much that we would be willing to directly, lovingly, seriously, and humbly try to set things right                 
in our communities. And because we know from experience that sin causes real damage, damage               
that lasts generations, and that damage can’t go unchecked. Unfortunately, most of us find these               
sorts of conversations uncomfortable or impossible. 
 
But when we isolate ourselves, and when we refuse to have the uncomfortable conversations              
around accountability, even as far as demanding repentance, these are the times when we find               
ourselves fighting old battles, holding on to grudges, talking behind backs, and muttering under              
our breaths. Forgiveness cannot happen without a call to accountability, even though the call is               
often sufficient by itself. Go back to the bold acts of forgiveness offered by families of the                 
Charleston victims, and remember where they were happening. In a courtroom. Regardless of his              
lack of repentance, he was being held accountable for his horrific actions, and I suspect only                
because of that could friends and family of the victims find deep down the incredible strength to                 
forgive. 
 
If all of this sounds like hard work, and if it sounds like I’m taking incredibly seriously the                  
business of human relationships, it’s because it is hard work, and I do feel serious about these                 
things. Being in community with other people is the most serious work we can undertake,               



 

whether in family, work, or friendship. We take accountability and forgiveness together both             
with intent and gravity because we take one another to be the very children of God, and part of a                    
single body of Christ which we are also a part of. To paraphrase C.S. Lewis, we can’t take one                   
another with flippancy, with an only casual regard. And in fact, our most joyful relationships are                
the ones that we take most seriously, give most attention to, and invest the most in. There is                  
nothing worth more of your attention that your fellow human being, whether a family member or                
a stranger on the street. Both bear the indelible image of the living God. 
 
And so we are called in our Christian vocation to extend that 100-denarii forgiveness because we                
have received zillions of dollars of forgiveness from God, and we have seen that big-hearted               
forgiveness in action. These acts of forgiveness - both big and small - are how we work with God                   
to bring wholeness to relationships that have been fractured. This is how we live in community                
with one another, as an improbable, yet deeply gracious gift. Amen. 


